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American Foulbrood (AFB) is a contagious and severe brood disease of honey bees

caused by the spore-forming bacterium Paenibacillus larvae. The identification of honey

bee colonies infected by P. larvae is crucial for the effective control of AFB. We studied

the possibility of identifying the infection levels by P. larvae in honey bee colonies through

the examination of powdered sugar samples collected in the hives. The powdered

sugar was dusted on the top bars of honeycombs and collected from a sheet paper

placed at the bottom of the hive. Three groups of honey bee colonies were examined:

Group A1 - colonies with clinical symptoms of AFB (n = 11); Group A2 – asymptomatic

colonies located in apiaries with colonies showing symptoms of AFB (n = 59); Group

B – asymptomatic colonies located in apiaries without cases of the disease (n = 49).

The results showed that there was a significant difference in spore counting between

Groups and that the spore load in sugar samples was always consistent with the clinical

conditions of the colonies and with their belonging to AFB-affected apiaries or not. Based

on the obtained results the cultural examination of powdered sugar samples collected

from hives could be an effective tool for the quantitative non-destructive assessment of

P. larvae infections in honey bee colonies.

Keywords: Paenibacillus larvae, American Foulbrood, powdered sugar, assessment of infection levels, American

Foulbrood control

INTRODUCTION

American Foulbrood (AFB), which is caused by spore-forming bacterium Paenibacillus larvae
(1), is the most widespread and severe bacterial disease affecting honey bee brood and causes
considerable economic losses to beekeepers worldwide (2).

Clinically, the disease is characterized by darkened brood combs with a mottled appearance;
a sour smell, greasy, sunken and perforated cell caps, but the pathognomonic symptom is the
transformation of dead larvae into a ropy mass that forms a characteristic viscous thread when
a matchstick is inserted into the cell and then pulled out.
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If not removed, the dead larvae dries into a blackish scale
tightly adhering to the wall of the cells (3).

The diagnosis of AFB is based on the recognition of typical
symptoms and on the identification of P. larvae by means of
laboratory techniques (4).

The molecular characterization of P. larvae strains via
repetitive element PCR (rep-PCR) using enterobacterial
repetitive intergenic consensus (ERIC) primers allows for the
identification of five different ERIC genotypes designated as
ERIC I-V (1, 5).

Genotype ERIC V was isolated only once from a Spanish
honey sample (5), while the genotypes ERIC III and ERIC
IV have been isolated very rarely and in the past and have
little practical importance (6). The genotypes ERIC I and ERIC
II instead are those regularly isolated from AFB outbreaks in
Europe and worldwide (1, 7–11). These two genotypes have
different phenotypic characteristics and differ, above all, in the
morphology/pigmentation of colonies and in virulence (1).

The colonies of P. larvae genotype ERIC II are characterized
by a typical orange pigmentation that is never observed in the
colonies of genotype ERIC I (1, 10, 12).

Regarding virulence, strains of P. larvae genotype ERIC II are
more virulent at the larval level than strains of genotype ERIC
I, and all infected larvae are killed within 6-7 days instead of
within 13–15 days. Therefore, most larvae die before cell capping,
and adult bees can easily remove dead larvae from their hives.
There are few larvae that die after cell capping; consequently,
the darkened and perforated caps can be very low in number.
Identifying decaying larvae is more difficult than in the case
of ERIC I genotype infections, and the risk of overlooking the
disease, especially in the early stages, is considerable (13, 14).

Križanová et al. (15) and Drobniková et al. (16) described
outbreaks of AFB with atypical symptoms caused by orange-
pigmented Bacillus larvae strains in the Czech and Slovak
Republics. In these outbreaks, the following atypical symptoms
were observed: (a) the caps of diseased brood cells were
not darkly colored; (b) decaying larvae were light brown or
gray in color without a glue-like consistency but instead with
a watery consistency; (c) light brown or gray scales were
easily removed from the cells; (d) white larvae protruding
from uncapped cells could be seen; (e) sometimes the
larvae had an appearance similar to what is observed in
Sacbrood disease.

Outbreaks of AFB caused by P. larvae genotype ERIC II with
the same or very similar symptoms are sometimes observed also
today in northern Italy (personal observation).

When the darkened and perforated caps are very low in
number or atypical symptoms are present the clinical diagnosis
of AFB is, of course, more difficult.

American Foulbrood generally occurs when a certain level
of contamination by P. larvae spores in honey bee colonies is
reached (17); nevertheless, some colonies can contain even a
relatively large number of spores over several seasons without
showing clinical symptoms (18–21).

These colonies contribute, first of all, to the transmission of P.
larvae spores from one hive to another (22); furthermore, they
can more or less quickly develop the disease.

The identification of infected but asymptomatic colonies
can be performed through a search for P. larvae spores in
materials taken from hives, and standard methods based on
microbiological and biomolecular techniques are available for the
detection and quantification of the spore load in adult bees, honey
from super, honey from the brood chamber, wax and wax debris
(4, 23, 24).

The culture-based techniques for the detection of P. larvae in
materials taken from the hive (honey, bees and debris) are a good
alternative to the PCR methods. The results obtained with the
cultural methods are often more accurate than those obtained
with PCR. This may depend on a variety of factors, such as the
presence of polymerase inhibitors in some hive materials and/or
failures in the DNA extraction from P. larvae spores (25).

We studied the possibility of identifying honey bee colonies
infected by P. larvae at various levels using the powdered sugar
dusting technique.

The powdered sugar is frequently used in beekeeping practices
for various purposes.

The powdered sugar roll method performed on samples of
adult bees is used to monitor Varroa infestation levels (26, 27).
This approach can be used to determine further treatment needs
or to assess past treatment effectiveness.

The dusting of bees with powdered sugar, removing mites
from adult bees, has been used also for the control of Varroa
infestations (28, 29).

Another use of this material occurs in the therapy of some
diseases where the drugs are mixed with powdered sugar before
the dusting on the tops of the combs.

Icing sugar is not toxic to adult bees and bee brood (30)
moreover is practice to use and inexpensive.

In this work we have dusted the powdered sugar on the top
bars of the combs and the sugar collected at the hive bottom, was
examined by a culture method for P. larvae spore counting.

The results of cultural examinations were compared to the
outcomes of clinical inspections performed at the time of sugar
sampling to study relationships between the number of spores
in the sugar samples and the clinical status of the colonies
or apiaries.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Apiaries and Clinical Inspection
The work was carried out on 119 colonies belonging to 10
apiaries located in the Emilia-Romagna and Lombardy regions
of northern Italy. The number of hives ranged from 4 to 17 per
apiary (Tables 1, 2).

The apiaries were characterized by different histories in terms
of the presence of AFB. In five apiaries (GroupsA1 and A2), cases
of recurring AFB were reported in years previous to this work,
whereas in the other five apiaries (Group B), which were tested
as a control group, no cases of AFB had been reported in the
last years.

Before sampling, each colony was checked via clinical
examination. Visual inspection was carried out on all brood
combs, and the suspected cells were inspected to detect ropy
larval remains or scales. Additionally, dead larvae in capped or
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TABLE 1 | Apiaries (Groups A1 and A2) with recurrent cases of overt AFB reported in recent years: results of clinical inspections, cultural examinations and genotype of P. larvae isolates.

Apiary N.

Colonies

Group

of colonies

on the basis of

AFB symptoms *

N. of colonies with different classes of contamination (CFU/g) Genotype

isolated

Class 1

(<LOD)

Class 2

(|-100)

Class 3

(|-1,000)

Class 4

(|-10,000)

Class 5

(|-100,000)

Class 6

(≧100,000)

1 15 A1 (1) 1 (304,000) ERIC I

A2 (14) 5 (<20) 4 (20)

1 (40)

1 (320) 1 (400) 1 (2,600)

1 (7,700)

2 14 A1 (1) 1 (200,000) ERIC I

A2 (13) 8 (<20) 3 (20)

2 (40)

3 17 A1 (1) 1 (4,440,000) ERIC II

A2 (16) 3 (<20) 1 (20)

1 (40)

1 (60)

2 (80)

1 (100) 1 (200) 1

(220) 1 (460) 1

(560)

1 (2,700)

1 (2,420)

1 (17,980)

4 17 A1 (5) 1 (44,000) 1

(52,800) 1 (54,200)

1 (128,000)

1 (3,000,000)

ERIC II

A2 (12) 1 (<20) 1 (20)

1 (40)

1 (60)

1 (80)

1 (200) 1 (240) 1

(260) 1 (560) 1

(680) 1 (700)

1 (3,680)

5 7 A1 (3) 1 (256,000)

1 (380,000)

1 (5,000,000)

ERIC I

A2 (4) 1 (60) 1 (6,220) 1 (17,000) 1

(21,400)

*Group A1, Colonies with clinical symptoms of AFB. Group A2, Colonies without clinical symptoms of AFB.
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uncapped cells with atypical lesions (e.g., a watery consistency)
were examined. The clinical diagnosis was confirmed after the
laboratory isolation of P. larvae from larval remains or scales.
The results of clinical examinations were recorded as denoting
the presence or absence of disease symptoms.

Sampling Procedures
In each hive, 50 g of powdered sugar containing 3% corn starch
was dusted on the top bars of the combs in the brood chamber
and immediately brushed between the frames. After 20–25min,
the sugar was collected from a sheet paper previously placed on
the hive bottom and transferred into a plastic jar with a screw
cap. The jars were sent to the laboratory and stored at 3◦C
until analysis.

After powdered sugar sampling, all the diseased colonies were
killed and burned in accordance with national law.

Microbiological Analysis
In brief, 1 g of sugar was placed in a 15ml test tube with a
screw cap containing 9ml of sterile distilled water. The test
tube was shaken by hand until the sugar dissolved and then
heated in a water bath at 85◦C for 15min to inactivate the
thermosensitive contaminants. The solution was plated on five
Petri dishes (100 µl/plate) of MYPGP (Mueller-Hinton broth,
yeast extract, potassium phosphate, glucose and pyruvate) agar
supplemented with nalidixic and pipemidic acid.

The plates were incubated at 37 ◦C in an atmosphere with 10%
CO2 and examined after 3 and 8 days.

When counting was not possible due to the presence
of very large numbers of colonies or to the rapid growth
of spore-forming bacteria, ten-fold dilutions from the initial
solution were prepared and then cultured with the previously
described procedures.

For each sample, one to five colonies with P. larvae-like
morphology were tested for catalase reactions and subjected
to Gram staining, always resulting in catalase negativity with
Gram-positive rods.

One or two strains for each sample were cultured on TSYEA
(tryptic soy yeast extract agar) slant and stored at 2 ◦C for further
molecular analysis.

After the numeration of P. larvae colonies, the number of
viable spores was calculated and expressed as colony forming
units (CFU). The limit of detection (LOD) of the method was
20 CFU/g.

Molecular Analysis
The strains stored on TSYEA slant were tested by PCR according
to Dobbelaere et al. (31), and all strains were identified as
P. larvae.

In the sugar samples positive for P. larvae, the colony
morphology was always uniform, and only one isolate per sample
was genotyped by ERIC-PCR using primers applied by [Genersch
and Otten (32)] and following the PCR protocol described by
Bassi et al. (10).
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Data Analysis
Descriptive statistics (absolute frequencies and percentages)
were obtained regarding the number of colonies with different
contamination levels. Data “< LOD” were treated as 10 CFU/g
for calculation purposes. The Kruskal-Wallis test was used
to compare spore counts in Groups identified with clinical
inspection. R 4.0.2 (33) and Microsoft Excel for Windows were
used to manage the data.

RESULTS

The results of clinical inspections, spore counting carried out on
the powdered sugar samples, and ERIC genotyping are reported
in Tables 1, 2.

The clinical controls in the five apiaries with recurrent AFB
outbreaks highlight 11 colonies with AFB symptoms and 59
asymptomatic colonies (Table 1).

The clinical controls in five apiaries with no cases of AFB in
recent years showed no symptoms of AFB (Table 2).

The diagnostic controls allowed us to divide the 119 colonies
into 3 groups: Group A1-colonies with clinical symptoms of AFB
(n = 11); Group A2-colonies without clinical symptoms located
in apiaries with colonies showing symptoms of AFB (n = 59);
and Group B-colonies without symptoms of AFB and located in
apiaries where no cases of the disease were reported in the last
years (n= 49).

In the AFB-diseased apiaries, the spore load in symptomatic
colonies (Group A1) ranged from 4.4 x 104 to 5.0 x 106 CFU/g
with a mean value of 1,259,909 (sd = 1,913,607). In the non-
symptomatic colonies (Group A2), the presence of P. larvae
spores was not demonstrated in 17 samples, and in the remaining
42 samples (71.2, 95% CI 57.9 – 82.2), the spore load ranged from
2.0 x 101 to 2.1 x 104 CFU/g with an average number of spores
per sugar sample of 2,081 CFU/g (sd= 4,993) (Table 1).

In the apiaries ofGroup B, the presence of P. larvae spores was
not observed in 41 sugar samples; in the remaining 8 samples
(16.3, 95% CI 7.3–29.7), the spore load ranged from 2.0 x 101

to 1.4 x1 02 CFU/g, and the mean number of spores per sugar
sample reached 67.5 CFU/g (sd=45.3) (Table 2).

The distribution of P. larvae spore contamination levels
(CFU/g) in these Groups is reported in Figure 1. The Kruskal-
Wallis test shows a significant difference in spore counts between
the Groups (H= 59.2, p < 0.01).

In Figure 2, the percentage distributions of samples/colonies
are grouped into six classes of contamination (class 1: <

LOD; class 2: <100; class 3: <1,000; class 4: <10,000; class 5:
<100,000, and class 6: ≤1,000,000 CFU/g), and the number
of samples/colonies belonging to each Group is reported inside
each bar.

The distribution of the results in terms of contamination
classes (Figure 2) highlights the differences, reported in Figure 1,
between the Groups: all symptomatic colonies of the AFB-
diseased apiaries (Group A1) fall under classes 5 and 6 (3 and
8 colonies, respectively); the asymptomatic colonies (Group A2)
span different size classes (for classes 1 to 5, we find 17, 20,
13, 6 and 3 colonies, respectively); the asymptomatic colonies
belonging to the control group (Group B) are mainly of the first

class (41 colonies), and the 8 positive samples are of classes 2 and
3 (6 and 2 colonies, respectively).

The ERIC genotyping of the selected strains shows that in the
AFB-diseased apiaries, P. larvae genotype ERIC I was isolated
in three apiaries (1–2–5), and P. larvae genotype ERIC II was
isolated in two apiaries (3–4). Nomixed infections were observed
in the same hive or apiary (Table 1).

In the apiaries without cases of AFB, genotype ERIC I was
isolated from the powdered sugar in two apiaries (7–8), and
genotype ERIC II was isolated from one apiary (6). In the
remaining two (9–10), P. larvae were not isolated (Table 2).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The aim of this work was to study the performance of powdered
sugar samples collected from hives in detecting P. larvae spore
load in honey bee colonies.

Powdered sugar samples were taken from apiaries with
different clinical conditions and history.

The results show that the P. larvae spore numbers in the sugar
samples were clearly related to the presence or absence of the
disease in the colonies or apiaries.

As highlighted by our boxplot graph (Figure 1), the difference
in the spore loads of the AFB-diseased apiaries and non-diseased
apiaries is notable.

In the AFB-diseased apiaries, the number of P. larvae spores in
sugar samples collected from colonies with overt AFB (Group A1)
was always greater than for the asymptomatic colonies (Group
A2), although some (3/42) asymptomatic colonies showed
spore numbers very close to those of symptomatic colonies
(Table 1) and fell under size class 5 together with diseased
colonies (Figure 2).

The spore loads observed in the symptomatic colonies (Group
A1) were significantly higher than those found in the colonies of
the control group (Group B), and the results always fall under
different size classes (Figure 2).

Taking into consideration only colonies without symptoms,
the comparison between the Group A2 (apiaries including
diseased colonies) and the Group B (healthy apiaries) shows a
significant higher spores level in colonies of the Group A2, in
addition to a much higher proportion of positive values (71 vs.
14%). This can be explained by the fact that in the apiaries with
AFB cases the spread of P. larvae spores to healthy colonies
inevitably takes places, as common beekeeping practices facilitate
horizontal transfer of pathogens, especially if numerous hives are
managed in close proximity (34).

The bacterial spore load in the sugar samples is always
consistent with the clinical conditions of colonies and with
whether they belong to AFB diseased apiaries or not.

These results show that the cultural examination of powdered
sugar samples collected from hives allows us to detect infection
levels by P. larvae spores of colonies.

Knowledge of infection levels allows for the adoption
of appropriate management strategies to prevent both AFB
onset and the transmission of infection between colonies and
apiaries (35).
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FIGURE 1 | Boxplot of the distribution of P. larvae spore contamination classes (CFU/g) in powdered sugar samples for different groups (A1, colonies with clinical

symptoms of AFB; A2, colonies without clinical symptoms of AFB located in apiaries with colonies showing symptoms of AFB; and B: colonies from apiaries with no

cases of AFB in the last years-control group).

FIGURE 2 | Percentage distribution of samples/colonies grouped by classes of contamination (CFU/g). The number of samples/colonies is shown inside each bar.

The identification of colonies with high P. larvae spore levels
can be useful not only for preventive purposes but also for
diagnostic purposes.

The clinical diagnosis of AFB is typically based on the
recognition of symptoms by visual inspection. However, field
inspection, particularly for large beekeeping operations, is
laborious and time consuming; moreover, the obtained results are
highly operator dependent (36).

It should be added that by visual inspection in early stages,
the disease may remain undetectable (22), and in any case,
clinical examination does not enable the detection of colonies
with asymptomatic infections.

The identification of colonies with significant spore loads used
as a screening/diagnostic tool allows for clinical checks only of
suspected colonies, reducing field labor requirements.

Moreover, targeted checks improve clinical examination
performance, facilitating the identification of colonies with very
few suspected cells or with atypical lesions that can escape a
“routine” clinical examination.

Powdered sugar has some advantages over other materials
used to monitor P. larvae infections in honey bee colonies. The
sampling is not destructive and is very easy to do, the packaging,
the transportation to the laboratory and the sample handling in
laboratory are very practical to perform.

Furthermore, the powdered sugar examination, as well as the
examination of adult bees (25), provides a “snapshot” of the
actual infection status unlike that occurs by examining other
materials, such as the debris collected during the wintering period
or the honey, that reflect instead the historical accumulation of
bacterial spores over time.
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Based on the results of our trial, the cultural examination of
powdered sugar samples collected from hives seems to be an
effective tool for the quantitative non-destructive assessment of
P. larvae infections in honey bee colonies.
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